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ACCA KAPPA
founded 1869
H. KRÜLL & Co. S.P.A.
TREviso
MADE IN ITALY
Acca Kappa is a niche brand universally recognised as a byword for luxury and reliability, coming from an Italian family-run operation that dates back to 1869. Acca Kappa is today a world leader thanks to the quality of its products which are born of a unique workmanship that is part and parcel of the taste, culture and excellence underlying the “Made in Italy” label. Fruits of profoundly Italian art, quietly handed down from one generation, Acca Kappa conveys the emotions and values of a family and a factory life spanning three centuries. The toiletries collections offer uniquely clean designs and exquisite packaging. They are produced embracing the values of nature and tradition, combining wonderful textures for the body, superbly natural fragrances and natural active ingredients. Acca Kappa is distributed all over the world through flagship stores or shop-in-shop corners, built according to its exclusive concept.

AN ITALIAN LEGEND OF BEAUTY
The desire to create an amenities product line is inspired by the range of Giallo Elicrisio perfumes characterised by a refined fragrance. The product line is made up of four cosmetic products available in three different sizes, two wrapped soaps of 35 and 50 grams and five 380 ml dispensers. The cosmetic line Giallo Elicrisio was specifically formulated to be pleasant and delicate to the skin. All cosmetics are made with extracts from organic farming. The products are dermatologically tested and do not contain potentially harmful substances such as parabens, silicone, GMOs. The packaging is distinguished for its simple elegance, a peculiarity of all ACCA KAPPA products.
FLR400LMAK
LIQUID SOAP *
with red Grapevine and
Pomegranate organic extracts

BODY WASH*
with red Grapevine and
Pomegranate organic extracts

SHAMPOO*
with Myrtle and Nettle
organic extracts

CONDITIONER
with Linden and Echinacea
organic extracts

BODY LOTION &
MOISTURISING LOTION
with Helichrysum and
Olive leaves organic extracts

A perfume that exudes the wellness,
sensuality and magic of the
Mediterranean.

BOTTLES
SOAPS
EXTRACTS
DISPENSERS
AMENITIES TRAY

FLR400BAK
380 ml 12.84 fl.oz.

FLR400SAK
380 ml 12.84 fl.oz.

FLR400CAK

FLR400BLAK

I037AK
“DROP” TRAY

P36BAK
P36SAK
P36CAK

P53BAK
P53SAK
P53CAK

P100BAK
P100SAK
P100CAK

B1735AK
Net wt.1.23 oz.35 g

MILD SOAP
with Olive oil organic extract

*Please note: Changes may occur in product
shape and weight due to natural components. This
does not affect in quality and efficiency.

NET WT. 1.23 OZ. 50 G
"DROP" TRAY
soft touch ABS
specially manufactured for
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